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How to clean a glock 9mm pistol

To ensure that your GLOCK pistol works reliably, you should clean and lubricate it regularly. Please refer to the operating instructions for the correct lubrication points as well as the required lubrication quantities. Your GLOCK pistol should be cleaned and lubricated: if it is completely new before it is fired for the first time, after each time it is fired at least once a month if it was not
used during this time, when it was exposed to rain, snow, sweat, salt water, dirt, dust, etc. If you use your GLOCK pistol very heavily, we recommend that you have it checked regularly. A GLOCK-certified armor tank can do this, or you can send it to GLOCK, Inc. for inspection. With our DEALER LOCATOR you will find a GLOCK-certified armor tank near you. If your GLOCK needs
to be replaced by a certified GLOCK tank. Proper cleaning and lubrication prevents corrosion and removes accumulated dirt and dirt that can interfere with the operation of your gun. Check the manual of your GLOCK model where you are applying lubricants and how much you are applying. NOTE: The correct amount of lubrication is crucial. Too much lubrication can affect the
performance of the gun. Each time you clean your GLOCK pistol, it should be field-striped (disassembled into its main components). If you maintain your GLOCK properly throughout your ownership, it is in perfect condition to pass over generations. Many firearms are passed on from generation to generation, but it is important to know what the laws are in their state when it comes
to passing on these items. Safe storage at home is an important part of the responsibility for gun owners. GLOCK Gear &amp; Accessories Buy the best cleaning products for your GLOCK. Shooting Tips Get shooting tips for your GLOCK. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) Removing and cleaning a Glock can seem like a daunting task, but with the right tools and a little expertise,
the process takes less than 15 minutes. Crawling the user manual is a bit on the boring side and sometimes doesn't take you where you need to go, which is why Guns.com's here to help. We have broken the process step by step to ensure that you get the cleanest Glock on the block. Fortunately, all Glocks break in the same way, so no matter which model you're athletic, you can
follow along with these procedures. First, we need to lay out our tools to get the job done. Steps to clean a Glock tools You need cleaning mat or to Gun Cleaning Patches Cleaning Rod or Bore Snake Nylon Bristle Brush Rag/Old T-Shirt for Wiping Parts Gun Cleaner (Brand Doesn't Matter As Long As It's Made for Gun Cleaning) Gun Oil (Again, The Brand Doesn't Matter, But
Keep With Oil Specifically for Guns) Now That We've Assembled Our Tools and Our Gun Mat Rolled Out, Let's Go In. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) The first step in cleaning a gun is to ensure that it is unloaded and that all ammunition is stored outside the cleaning area for the rest of the cleaning process. Remove the magazine and lock the Glock film backwards, throwing any
live ammunition out of the chamber. Empty the magazine and remove all ammunition from the room. When the slide is locked back, visually check several times whether the weapon is unloaded and there is no ammunition in the chamber or magwell. 2. Takedown the Glock (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) Once it's absolutely certain that the Glock is unloaded and freed from any
ammunition, let the slide down. To shoot a Glock, you must first pull the trigger, so it is imperative to be absolutely sure that there is no ammunition in or near the firearm. Since we have correctly cleared the Glock in step one and visually confirmed that it will be unloaded, point the Glock in a safe direction. Pull the trigger. Move the non-dominant hand to the back of the slide and
pull back slightly on the slide. At the same time, use the dominant hand to grab the takedown buttons on both sides of the Glock and drag them down by loosening the slide lock. Slowly swing the Glock forward and off the rails. Set the polymer frame aside. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) With the sled in your hand, use your thumb to use light pressure forward and up to the guide
rod to release and remove it. Then pull the barrel up and out of the slide. At this point, we have the four main components of a field-striped Glock in front of us – frame, guide rod, barrel and sledge. 4. Cleaning the guide rod tools: cleaning plaster, nylon bristle brush, dry flaps (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) I prefer to work from the smallest parts to the largest, so I start the
cleaning process with the guide rod. It is easiest to clean, just wipe with the rag. If there is persistent gunk, a nylon bristle brush can be used to remove any accumulation. 5. Cleaning the barrel Tools: Cleaning plaster, gun cleaner, dry flap, nylon bristle brush (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) The barrel sees a lot of action and therefore accumulates. Start by wetting a cleaning
plaster with gun cleaner. Thread it through a cleaning rod. (Alternatively, you can use a drill snake instead of a cleaning rod.) If you are working from the end of the chamber, move the cleaning rod back and forth a few times through the barrel to remove dirt and to solve. Remove the dirty patch and replace it with a clean, dry one. Guide it back through the barrel. If it comes back in
black, give it another pass with a moistened cleaning patch. If the patch is clean, move outwards. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) To clean the exterior, wipe it with a wet cleaning patch and then go back with a dry one. Do this until the dry patch comes clean. If you need to use a nylon bristle brush in a cleaning cloth to release some stubborn carbon build-up, you feel free to do
so. Give it another pass with a dry cleaning patch. Before we put the barrel aside, this is a good opportunity to check for errors. Look for bulges or cracks in the barrel. If you see something that isn't quite right, contact a gunsmith. Once the barrel is clean and we have checked that it looks free and free of bulges or cracks, set it aside. 6. Cleaning the slide tools: cleaning patches,
gun cleaner, dry rag, nylon bristle brush (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) When tackling the slide, remember that the rails see the most action so focus your efforts here. Use a combination of cleaning patches and a nylon bristle brush to clean the area around the rails. Wrap a cleaning patch around the brush, scrub the rails, loosen structure. Put a clean patch on the rails to
confirm that it is free of dirt. Tilt the sled so that the snout is facing down. Brush the crushing face with the bristle brush. Once completed, remove a dry cleaning patch and wipe the area. This is also a good opportunity to look for bulges or cracks in the metal. If you notice any abnormalities, contact a gunsmith. 7. Cleaning the frame tools: cleaning patches, gun cleaner, dry rag,
nylon bristle brush (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) Once the slide is clean, move on the frame. Here, too, we focus on the rails with a combination of patches and a nylon bristle brush to loosen dirty parts. After completing the frame, check the rest of the frame for dirty areas and wipe with a rag if necessary. 8. Lubricate it tools: cleaning plaster, gun oil (Photo: Jacki
Billings/Guns.com) Now that the Glock has been cleaned, it's time to lubricate. A good rule of thumb here is to lubricate any area with metal on metal contact, but a word of caution - a little goes a long way. The Glock doesn't need a ton of lubricant to function properly and too much can cause problems. Less is more. The guide rod doesn't need lubricant, so we jump to the barrel.
Add a little cannon oil to a cleaning patch, thread it through the cleaning rod and give it a few passes through the barrel. Then take a dry patch, thread it through the rod and give the barrel a few swipes to suck excess. From there, take a cleaning patch with a small lubricant and the exterior. Follow this with a dry cleaning patch to soak up the excess. (Photo: Jacki
Billings/Guns.com) Go on the slide, give special attention to the rails, spread a drop of lubrication down the entire area. Use a dry patch, wipe any excess. Also add lubricant to the openings where the film moves against the barrel. Wipe off the excess. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) On the frame, spread a drop of lubrication on the rails and use a dry patch to erase the area of
excess lubricant. Also, add a drop of lubricant that touches the trigger bar. Touched. Connection to the right back of the frame. You have guessed it, wipe the excess with a dry cleaning patch. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) 9. Reassemble the Glock Tools: Cleaning patches (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) Let the barrel back into the slide, followed by the guide rod. Align the
slide with the rails and slowly move the slide backwards, completely turning on the slide lock. Go ahead and rack the Glock several times to make sure it moves correctly. Wipe off excess gun oil that might appear. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) Perform a trigger function test by first ensuring that the action is clear and that the weapon is directed in a safe direction. Pull the
trigger. Drive the slide, and then test trigger security on the trigger. Press the side of the trigger, be careful not to press the security on the trigger. The trigger should not be triggered. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) 10. Storage of the Glock The Glock is officially clean, plastered and ready for use. If you are wearing, go ahead and charge it and put it back in your holster. If you
keep it for the long term, make sure it is hidden in a safe or closed area that is dry and free of moisture. (Photo: Jacki Billings/Guns.com) Bonus: Check out our video tutorial
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